Rider briefing
Welcome to the rider briefing ...
This is how the briefings on rallies begin. Normally. Anticipation of what is to come, the first scoping-out of the other participants, small talk. It is not unusual to meet travel companions. Or rivals. We have to give up this cherished ritual. The reasons are
well known.

Welcome, then, to the digital rider briefing for the first
Wunderlich Ausfahrt 2021 in the Eifel!
We are looking forward to your participation and thank you for your nomination. In this briefing we want to inform you about
how this moto rally works, how the special stages at the checkpoints work and - this is also part of it - we also want to inform
you about the "rules of the game".

Let's get to know each other!
To ensure that communication between participants is not restricted too much, let's make reference right at
the beginning to our Facebook group named Wunderlich Ausfahrt. Here all participants can get to know each
other around the Wunderlich Ausfahrt 2021 in the Eifel as well as share their personal photos, experiences and
anecdotes about the rally. If you get lost on the route or have another question, helpful tips can be exchanged
here. Only the shortcuts are not revealed here! All interested parties are welcome to join us!
Link to the Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/wunderlich.ausfahrt

For any questions
If you have questions or need any further information, we are available from Monday to Friday from 9.00 a.m. on
+49 (0)2641-3082-730 or event@wunderlich.de. We are looking forward to your participation!

Your starter package
You have received your chosen starter package and your access data for your rally base. In the starter package you will find your
start number, which you should attach to your motorbike so that it is clearly visible (see also Rules of the game). The rally pass
that you also received should be with you during the rally, because the start number or rally pass are a prerequisite for the
checkpoints. For the photos you take at the checkpoints, you need a smartphone or a digital camera. Your photos must show
either your motorbike or your rally pass and, of course, the motif of the respective checkpoint. But more about that later.
Both the start number and the rally pass are equipped with an NFC chip that contains the link to log in to your rally base. By
placing an NFC-enabled smartphone on your start number or pass, you can directly access the login of your rally base, e.g. to
upload your pictures. More on that later, too. Instructions on how to use the NFC chip are included in the package with the start
number and rally pass.
Another hint: A finder function is integrated into the rally pass. Instructions for this are also included in the package for you.

One rally. Two tours.
The tour dates
Our partner calimoto will be providing you with the tour
data. You can download the data in gpx format for your
navigation system from calimoto.com/en or use the calimoto app to navigate by smartphone. With the voucher
code from calimoto, the premium version is available to
you free of charge for a period of 14 days after activation.
In addition, the data is also available on calimoto.com/en.
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Rider briefing
calimoto is known for its unique curve algorithm that calculates the most beautiful and curvy routes. The Wunderlich Ausfahrt is a
good opportunity to try out the options!
Important notice: The premium version ends after 14 days and does not renew automatically.
We have stored all navigation information and your calimoto voucher code for you in your rally base.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank calimoto for their great support!

The Wunderlich Ausfahrt 2021 leads through the Eifel and consists of two delightful tours between 180 and 200 km in length,
each with 11 checkpoints. Both tours end here at Wunderlich.
Wunderlich Ausfahrt Tour 1

Wunderlich Ausfahrt Tour 2

South Tour Ahr-Vulkaneifel-Mosel-Zentraleifel

West Tour Nationalpark Eifel-Ahr-Ardenneneifel-Rhein

http://wndrl.ch/tour1

http://wndrl.ch/tour2

On a class trip. Our classification classes
We start in different classes. The classification depends on the rally motorbike that you have entered for the Wunderlich Ausfahrt.
There are seven classes in total, six for BMWs and one open-brand class.
The classes in detail:
1. BMW R-Class
2. BMW F-Class
3. BMW S-Class
4. BMW K-Class
5. BMW G-Class
6. BMW C-Class
7. Open class (for other motorbike brands)

Checkpoints. What's that?
Both tours are peppered with 11 checkpoints each. Apart from the fact that these waymarks mark places in the Eifel that are worth
seeing, the scoring takes place at precisely these checkpoints. The connecting stages are only recommended by us. Of course,
you can choose your route profile at will. calimoto offers many options for this. It is important to ride to the checkpoints in order
to be scored for the Wunderlich Ausfahrt.
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Rider briefing
You can't do it without rules. The evaluation requirements
To participate in the scoring, we ask you to take photos at or from the checkpoints. You can ride directly to most of the checkpoints, but this is not possible at some of them.
Please note the following four requirements so that your checkpoint photo can take part in the evaluation!
1. Your motorbike with your start number and/or your rally pass must be recognisable on the photo.
2. Your start number must be legible
3. The photo must be uploaded to your rally base
4. We ask you to follow rules and laws when taking photographs
There is one more important point: Be sure to be creative when taking pictures, because the most creative pictures have the
greatest chance of winning!

The highlight – cashback at half-time!
Don't miss it: If you have chosen the Discoverer, Rally or Exclusive starter packages, the 50% cashback is waiting for you! As
soon as you have uploaded the first 11 photos and they meet the evaluation requirements, you will receive a voucher for half of
the respective package price! You can choose freely from the checkpoint photos of both tours.
The Basic package and all sponsored packages are excluded from the cashback.

Scoring. Class winner and overall winner
You can take part in the class ranking if you have completed the following by midnight on 30 September 2021 at the latest.
• Uploaded all 22 photos that meet the scoring requirements from all checkpoints in your rally base.
and
• Nominated your favourite photo in your rally base
The seven class winners will be chosen from all eligible nominated photos in an open vote. Here we also award prizes to the second and third place winners.
The 7 photos of the class winners are automatically nominated for the open vote to choose the overall winner.

Prizes, prizes, prizes
So in addition to your cashback voucher, you can win the following prizes as part of the Wunderlich Ausfahrt:
1st class prize: € 250.00 Wunderlich voucher
2nd class prize: € 100.00 Wunderlich voucher
3rd class prize: € 50.00 Wunderlich voucher
The overall winner will receive a € 500.00 Wunderlich voucher!

There is no way around this: Café Fahrtwind
We don't want to give too much away at this point. Directly on the Ahr, not far from Hönningen, between Altenahr and Adenau,
there is a meeting point popular among motorcyclists which is also the checkpoint for our rally. We recommend that you definitely take a look at the menu there ...
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Rider briefing
If the café is closed, no one has to go hungry, there will definitely be cake from the self-service counter!

Fair Play - Consideration and Respect
We want you and all other participants to have fun at the first Wunderlich Ausfahrt, therefore we ask you to be sportsmanlike
with each other. Please pay attention to road safety, the technical condition of the motorbike and adequate protective clothing.
During the Wunderlich Ausfahrt, we also ask you to be considerate and respectful of the people who live in the Eifel region.

Thanks to the partners
We would like to take this opportunity to say a big thank you to our partners who are supporting the Wunderlich Ausfahrt!

We wish you a lot of fun with the Wunderlich Ausfahrt and good luck and
success!
Your Wunderlich Organisation Team
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